For over 70 years Brugg Cables has been at the forefront of highvoltage cable technology in the range of 45 kV to 420 kV. Reliable and
convincing solutions have been developed for customers worldwide.
Whether in Singapore, Dubai, Zurich or Davos, the Brugg High-Voltage Systems Division supplies
and installs not only cable systems. Brugg Cables meets the needs and wishes of customers
with revolutionary overall solutions, with creativity and imagination, as for example in the development of cable laying with integrated permanent temperature monitoring, to maximise the performance of the installation. Share with us your needs and wishes. We will be happy to stay
under high voltage for you.
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High-voltage systems are only as good as the accessories used. With
Brugg Cables nothing is left to chance. Complete 400 kV Brugg highvoltage systems have been subjected to the prequalification test at
CESI in Milan.
High-voltage accessories, straight-through joints, transition joints, sealing ends, clamps and fixations from Brugg Cables are manufactured using the latest technology and to the highest quality
standards. If necessary, accessories for connections to specific systems and installations for other
cable manufacturers can be developed and manufactured, and guaranteed to meet the quality requirements of complex overall solutions, as the cabling of entire cities.
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Meeting customers’ declared targets and requirements for safety,
cost-effectiveness and fitness for purpose is Brugg’s aim for every required high-voltage installation. Brugg Cables supplies total solutions
as well as products.
It is acknowledged that Brugg Cables’ responsibility and experience covers more than cable laying.
The High-Voltage Division is known for its practically minded solutions of the highest technical
standard for applications. Environmentally friendly high-voltage underground cable installations
are an alternative to overhead lines. Special cable sealing ends for SF6-insulated equipment and
transformers guarantee a safe-to-touch installation. Anchoring clamps are securing cables in
steep terrain. The list of applications is being continuously extended.
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The production of cables in the range 45 kV to 420 kV requires
especially developed tools, processes and high-performance equipment. Hence, the largest cable-stranding machine in Europe is installed at Brugg Cables.
Brugg High-Voltage Systems Division guarantees both a high quality of manufacture and answers
to the demands on the maximum limits of ampacities and installations. Brugg Cables in addition offers exceptional advantages arising from the decades of knowledge and experience gained in highvoltage system technology on a global basis. This experience and the assurance that the latest
research knowledge is exploited in every Brugg high-voltage cable system is to your advantage.
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Customer specifications and requirements call for a constant willingness and ability to develop, modify and improve existing already good
equipment, systems and products.
Anticipating and reacting to customers’ new requirements is a recognised skill of Brugg Cables HighVoltage Systems Manufacturing Division. Brugg engineering is highly developed and the engineering team seeks not only to fulfil the demands of customers in every way, but to exceed them. How
successful the approach is, can be verified by the numerous patents and Certificates of Approval held.
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